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It is important to standardize the name of the japan Sea or the East Sea linking up

countries in the East Asia. From ancient time China has set up close relations with the
countries in the East Asia. The Japan Sea is between Japan islands and Korea peninsula and
China, and has been a main road connecting the three countries since old days which was
recorded in Chinese ancient books.
However, as ancient Chinese writers didn't emphasize on sea but more took care of
land, in historical books written by bolh royal and private historians, iTom 'Annals of Han".

if) to 'Qing

history'(lifi~"),

there were very few accounts of sea, instead. a lot of records

of islands in the East Asia, in the few accounts they just mentioned 'sea' in general or
'south sea' and 'east sea' in particular in tenns of their locations. Though the Japan Sea
waters was indeed indicated in the books, they were not able to coin a definite name of it.
During 17-18 centuries western missionmy workers, such as fU~., 1t?~, .:n~,
brought modern geographical knowledge and maps into China, but there was still no name of
the japan Sea given in their reports.
When western powers intruded into East Asia, Chinese started to pay attention to
outside world, the imPOrtance of sea was recognized. Even so, the earliest works and maps
for the purpose of introducing the general o-ends of the modem world to Chinese people, as
'Records with aUss of the countries in seas and

oceans'(&j'q!ll~ ) ,

and 'Brief annals of the

countries in seas and oceans'("Jlt&~) also refered to nothing of the name of the japan Sea.
In accordance with the collected materials, the earliest map with the name was in
'Complete Accounts of Geography'

by !HI!l(Englishman l,

published in 1859. But at

beginning it was not accepted commonly, because all geographiC<l1 works and maps edited by
Chinese inteUectuals by 18ffis didn't use the name. For example, on the map 'Great Qing
Map of China and World'( *iN-t:pM- - i1t.fMlII) mapped by Crunc5e. Yan She-sun( • • •) were
only the names of the 'Sea of Oceans '(;I;:l$lIil), the Red Sea(I[$), the Indian Sea(f1tlll'lff) and

so on. The 'General Map of Five Continents on the
Kuang

Qi-zhao(Jl!?~)

cODying westerners, was probably a

- 18 ~--

Earth'(11!lr;~ 7:i.j( ell ~ ID
fir~t

drawn by Chinese

map which marked up the

japan Sea in China. This meant the name had been accepted by that time. Since then, the
name was more and more used in geographical works and maps in China.
In 1904 'the General Maps of China and Other

Countri es'(!:f!1'f.lliUt!!:~II)

by lou

Dai-junOIHtf-.J) was designated as the textbook for primary and secondary schools of China,

it may be descripted as a token of th at the name of the japon Sea was recognized among
Chinese scholars and administrations.
From the geographical books and maps written and edited by Japan writers and
editors that are kept in libraries of China, we can draw a (."Oflc1usion that the name of the
japan Sea is also a modem one in j apan which is much like that in China. Japanese didn 't
g~i::v.:e-,a,-,n",ame"""-,,to,-!!t.£_~.~..~_~til _~':"~~~",~~~:~ph.~~~.L:wor~. of the Englishman . . . .
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abo~=~~~.!l!i~~~~. p.r.J:r.l!~___~~~. __ ?~.~~:~~. _ "~ .!~~_~." !~__ }.~f'," ~~,, __~serves to ,. ?e
mentioned is that the "jIi!l1i:k B *lmllll', edited by Japanese and published in Japan in lBOOs,
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used the tenn of ' Korea Sea'. If (his means the water area of the Japan Sea at present, it
-- --'
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gives a fact thaJ!he Japan Sea in history must have some different names in Japan.

--- --------.--

So far as I know, in Japan, the earliest map with the name of the Japan Sea is

'Map of Korea' drawn by the _~~ff..J3?v, . qfthe. Grpun-(:I forq~ of J.!I~ in 1875. In the end
of the last centwy, the usage of the/apan Sea was widesprend in Japan.
The above fact shows t t l . the name was come and brought into China and Japan
.

by westerners. As to the
need sti1r-to ratify further.

-

stion who is the -inventor or first borrower of the name, we
. there were different names for the Jupan Sea in history.

Since the second world war, the standardization problems of geographical names have
been taken more and more seriously by international society, and often lead to debate. It is

complicated to standardize the name of the Japan Sea, bccnusc it

IS

related to peripheral

countrties,nterests. T o settle the problem well, some prinfiples, 1 suppose, we should
consider

e as the follows:
irst, w e must pay respect to history. TIle nan"le of the Japan Sea was used

commonly under the given historical background. It was at (hat time when West colonialism
rooved into East Asia, Japan became most important country in the Japan Sea even East
Asia through Meiji Reform, but China and Korea were unable to be

po w~

J"ld gradually

annexed, basically lost speaking-right on the stage of intemfltional politics. ~nd, for all
peripheral countries .referring to the problem, the exclusive wny to settle it down is biendly

consultation. It

see~s

views on others.

to be inevitable to make some concession. r-.ach side can not force their

~hird,

the effect of the standardization should be enable to promote

fri endship and to give impetus to exchanges of politics, economics and culture between the

countries concerned.
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